1. Welcome new ACNS director Brandon Bernier.

2. Communications Ecosystem Review Committee – Dave Carpenter

3. ACNS Project Manager Dave Hoffman
   • Course Survey is launched in Canvas
   • Starting a discovery on Kaltura
   • Bridge LMS is up and running

4. Office 365 – Lance Baatz

5. Middleware – Randy Miotke
   • CSU Federation

6. Software & Licensing – Diane Noren

7. NOC – Greg Redder
   • Wired updates
   • Wireless updates
   • VOIP updates

8. Security – Steve Lovaas
   • Cybersecurity Internship program
   • Desktop & Server Antimalware
   • Mobile Device Encryption
   • Vulnerability Management

For our Apple aficionados / support folks, presentation to follow after business portion of the meeting.

• Apple Updates for Higher Education
• Deploying macOS Mojave
• Enterprise Connect